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Oral Reading Campus Political Parties Full Schedule
Of Millay Must Register
p.m. Planned For
by
5
Wins Award
Alumni Week

Kamitses, 18-year-old fresh from Sunnyvale, won the Dr.
.!hy Kaucher Oral Reading
yesterday reading "The
i.ter of Lidice" by Edna St.
it MiBay,
Kaucher award is a $50
prize given to the student in any
’viler who is judged best in the
.! interpretation of any written
vi,rk. The choice is based on the
reader’s understanding of the author’s intent, presentation skills
and communication.
Other students in competition
the award were Jerry Juhl.
’Ming "Only the Dead Know
Brooklyn" by Thomas Wolfe; Bob
Geary, reading "The Summer of
the Beautiful White Horse" by
William Saroyan; Drusilla Green,
reading poems by E. E. Cummings;
Bruce Lovelady, reading The
Morning Song of Senlin" by Conrad Aiken; Rae Marston, reading
’Tea at Mrs. Armsby’s" by James
Thurber; and Carole Warren.
reading ’The Creation" by James
Walden Johnson.
Gil Gillespie, last semester’s win ref, was master of ceremonies.
Judges were Dr. Harold It. Miller.
head of the English department;
Mis Helen Campen Hall, assistant professor of speech and education; and William Erlendson. professor Of music.

Today is the last day for on campus political parties to register.
The name, purpose, and list of
25 members of the party must be
submitted to the Activities office,
Adm242, and Student Council. 315
S. Ninth at., by 5 this evening.
fling.
A ruling requiring registration
was passed by the Student Council at its April 20 meeting.

epresentatives and
Two %tic,
two college staff members will
debate the questions of capital
nishment Sunday night at 8 in
thorium.

campus politics, and to either run
or sponsor candidates for elected
or appointed Associated Student
Body offices.’
Such groups may include campus recognized organizations such
as clubs, fraternities, etc., or special groups such as TASC or
SPUR.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE
When TASC applied for temporary recognition at the council’s
March 10 meeting, Pres. Rich Hill
created a special committee to
study aspects of political parties
on campus.
The committee consisted of Miss
Janet Douglas, associate dean of
students, Ben Zlataroff; Guy Gleason, and Pat McClenahan.
*
*
*

The debate is sponsored by the
I San Jose chapter of Californians
Against Capital Punishment and
the Sunday e%ening Community
foeum.
Taking the affirmatie side in
the question "Capital Punishment,
Yes or Nor will be Representatives Bruce Allen IR-Los Gatos)
and Clark Bradley IR-San Jose’.
Opposing them will be Bud R.
Hutchinson, assistant professor of
business and economics at SJS,
and Mrs. Joan McCord. a research
associate at Stanford.
Caryl Chessman is scheduled to
die in the gas chamber at San
Quentin the following morning.
Meanwhile, letters and telegrams
protesting the death of the condemneli cons ict-author are continuing to pour into Gov. Edmund
G. Brown’s office.
But Governor Brown is powerless to act on behalf of Chessman
since the legislature defeated a
move by Brown to have capital
punishment abolished in California.
Moderating the four-man panel
is Allen Galson. president of the
Sunday evening Community forum.
Each debater will have 24 minutes to present his case. and 12
minutes will be allowed for rebuttals. A question and answer
period will follow the debate.
Representatives Allen and Bradley have declared themselves proponents of capital punishment.
"But they do not consider it a
dead issue as does Representative
Jack Thompson IR-Evergreen i,"
Dr. Hutchinson said yesterday.
Dr. Hutchinson is a member of
Californians Against Capital Punishment, and Mrs. McCord has
written several hooks on criminology with her husband, William,
who is a professi.- ..f ,ciiilogy at
o
I Stanf rd

"The Great Challenge: Education" will be the topic of Wisconsin Gov. Gaylord A. Nelson, who
will be the keynote speaker for
the second annual Founder’s Day,
Tuesday.
An academic procession will begin the commemoration of ttae
college’s founding day which
dates to 1862. Classes will be dismissed from 10:10 to 11:20 a.m.
PRIVILEGES
for the Inner Quad festivities.
Among the privileges and imBEGINS ALUMNI WEEK
munities of parties are: 1. No
The Founder’s Day program will
constitution required; 2. Do not
kick off the SJS Spring Alumni
have to attend Student Activities
week, which lasts until May 7. The
board meetings; 3. Do not have to
week includes reunions, luncheons,
submit a list of officers; 4. May
open houses, a dedication and a
distribute two handbills; 5. May
football game.
hold two rallies; 6. Will be allowed
On Thursday, the Science de40 inches of paid Spartan Daily adpartment will hold an open house
vertking.
and an international tea and cofThe party may not be sponfee hour will be given by the Forsored, supported or aided by it
eign Language department from
campus groups or individual,
to 4 p.m. in 07A.
ASH REGULATIONS
4’
On Saturday, the faculty and
The registered group must folApplications for some 23 elec. administration of the Industrial
DEATH DEBATERSAllen Galson, director of the sponsoring
low all college and ASI3 regulative offices are available at the Arts department will dedicate
Sunday’s
their new $3.5 million educational Sunday Evening community forum, looks over material for
tions. Any violation would subject
College Union, 315 S. Ninth at.,
capital punishment debate. Standing are State Assemblyman Clark
building
on
Ninth
at.
The
buildthe party to prosecution by the
according to Doyle Norman, chair- ing is the largest industrial arts Bradley (R-San Jose), Bud Hutchinson, SJS associate professor of
ASH Judiciary.
of business and economics: and Assemblyman Bruce Allen (R -Los
man of the ASB elections com- education facility in the state.
A campus political party as deGatos)
mittee.
WAHLQUIST OFFICIATES
_
fined by the council ruling is "a
SJS Pres, John T. Wahlquist
Last day for applying is May 4,
group of students organized for said Norman. Upon validation, will officiate at the 10 a.m, dedie.,
lion. Dr. Kermit Seefeld, he.,
the purp.,se ;;f participation in
candidates can obtain petitions,
of the Industrial Arts department
Elective offices are president, at the University of California
vice president, attorney general, at Santa Barbara, will give
treasurer,
evecut ive secretary. keynote address.
Each class will elect four repreThe SJS graduation class of
In addition to his work with
e Monday.
In an
sentatives to the council. Grad- 1910 will be honored next SaturGap,- the scholarship service, he is a ITO Continue
uate students will elect two.
day at the Gblden Grad Reunion "Closing the Educational
mayor’s commitThe general ASB election is Dinner in the old college cafe- ’ Richard L. Piaui will discuss spe- member of the
tm
on Puerto Rican affairs
scheduled for May 12-13.
teria of the Home Economics cial educational problems of cul- teei
New York City, is currently
1
-Eh
building, The 1910 class will be- turally and economically deprived
president and director of the come officially recognized mem- groups.
. and
.
Mr. Plaut, president of the Na- York Puerto Rican schema.
bers of the Golden Grads, comfund, and a member of the N.1 ; tive," two ditfernt television seposed of alumni who have been tional Scholarship service for Necoineducation’s
ries originating from studios on
gro students, will be presented at, City board of
graduated 50 or more years.
mission on integration,
campus, continue this weekend on
Also on Saturday. the Occupa- 10:30 a.m. in T1155 by the College
KNTV, channel 11.
tional Therapy department will lecture committee and the Di’. .This week’s programs will be a
hold an open house from 2 to 4 sion of Education.
"Survey of Music." from the
Since becoming president of tt
p.m. in the Health building. SparSpeech and Drama department’s
tan Shields. sophomore men’s lion - , service in 1918, Mr. Plaid has
series which is being presented tocouraged a program which fir
Four SJS professors were given orary society, will conduct tours
morrow at 2:30 p.m., and "What
"seeks to discover hidden talen
bronze plaques of special reco :- if the campus during the day.
In underprivileged young people.
Representato Cs (loin se\ en Bay Makes Rockets Go,’ from the
nition Wednesday from the
and then provides MIA/MCC and area colleges and universities will educational TV series. Sunday at
%At
of San Jose in ceremonies
11:30 a.m.
supplementary scholarships fair
be the guests of the Women’s Athare part of the city’s Charter Y,
The "Survey of Music" program
qualified students.
celebration.
The scholarship program has letic assn. today at an annual will provide a discussion on the
Honored along with 200 on .
; literature and historical signifiprovided more than $2,300.000 in WAA planning meeting.
San Jose citizens were Lawrence
About 32 WAA representatives icance of the more unusual musical
financial aid. enabling 6200 stuA. Appleton, professor of business;1
to
exchange
on
campus
will
be
, instruments!
l’ogmherness" will draw SJS dents to go on to college when
Wilfred E. Blessing, assistant proPresenting and demonst rat ing
otherwise they might not have ideas and establish policies for the
lessor of industrial arts; Dr. Ben- students to "fraternity row" this
ill semeAer.
the action -reaction theory concernjamin F. Gilbert, professor of his. afternoon for the Panhellenic fin
A general meeting will begin at ing rockets will he Robert I.. ilastory, and Prof. Willard E. Schmidt. Inter-fraternity council s’ at:
1.30 p.m., followed by a barbecue stir. instructor of science educagreek-play-day.
head of the police school.
and recreation time. Orchesth, ’ tion. television teacher for the
"Togetherness"
is
the
theme for
Professor Appleton was honored
Altair to licitiendier" WAA dance group, will entertain. Sunday morning educational profor his work with the City Plan- the first -of - its - kind activity. will he shroin tonight at 7:30 I Nancy Angle, WAA president, is
gram.
ning commission; Professor Bless- spokesman Robert J. Liljenwall. In Morris Dailey auditorium. in charge of today’s meeting.
A recent 5111’s’f’y to determine
ing for service on the Park corn- Delta Upsilon fraternity, announc- Cary tirant and Deborah Kerr
Schools to be represented are how many viewers watch the "per/44
./
mittee; Professor Gilbert for his ed.
University
of
California.
Stanford spective" series and to estimate
star in the film one of the "Fri"The Row," between San FerFUTURE SPARTANS?A mob of 1400 high school students
! aid to the Historic Landmark comday flicks" sponsored hy the unikersity. College of Holy Names, the, number of television viewers
sarmed over the campus yesterdaypeering in doors, eating in
mission; and Professor Schmidt nando and Reed sts., will be senior class. Admission is 25 San Francisco state college. Mills
at the time of the Saturdm, pres4’+e cafeteria and looking over departments thcy might be stu!for work on the Police Advisory blocked off to traffic from 3:30 to rent,
college, Dominican college and San entations was conducted by stu5:30 for the two-hour testis i
-lents in next year.
Icommittee.
Francisco for Women.
dents itt the radio - television
sponsored by Kappa Sigma, Kapp,
classes last Saturday.
Alpha Theta and Gamma Phi Beta
Dr. Clarence Flick, associate
sororities, and Delta Upsilon fraprofessor of drama, estimated that
ternity.
the total viewing audience of the
1 I
"Perspective" series could he conISTANBUL. "I’.
and tired rifles servatively set at 7630 viewers.
into the air yesteriiu;.
itiempt
up an antigovernment This estimate is based on figures
Ire first greek newspaper at
I demonstration by thousands of angry studehnts at Istanbul university. of the number of area television
i;ir
si hoot SJS. designed to improve interidiege seems
Seventeen students and three policemen were reported injured sets covered by KNTV in a ’6
’crelttable to the more than students.
creek relations, makes it debut at
the rioting which broke itilt in protest against laws giving judicial report of that station
high school seniors who
Teachers from the 18 partici-110:30 a.m. today. The paper is
and militam; powers to pro -government parliamentary committees.
..it campus classrooms and paling high schools struggled 1111- I sponsored by the Inter-fraternity
A senior class picnic, replacing
FORMER KOREAN N’ICF.-PRESIDENT IN SUICIDE
,.rs yesterday.
I der the task of counting their stu- and Panhellenic council. .
the former Adobe day, will he held
111,1
Lee Ni Poong, the former vice president-elect
.1::::=0,,..:NM.. 1
busload of enthusiasts in - dents as they shuttled back and
The four-page tabloid size prn- May 6 at the Alpine pool in San who assumed "final responsibility" for recent turmoil in the Republic
.1 their approval of the col- forth onto the vehicles.
duction will be circulated among Jose, according to Dick Daybell. of Korea, died with his entire family at dawn yesterday in a mass
t’ a mass "yeah" in answer
Otis Walter, coordinator of the the greek houses. boarding houses class vice president.
suicide pact recalling the Japanese tradition of hari-kiri ceredo you like SJS7"
fatraditional
program, sqyl the
The picnic is open to all mem- monial suicide.
and several off campus locations,
students
According to IFC Pres. Ron bers of the student body and will
*noel came to campus yea- vorites of the visiting
The family gathered in a secretary’s apartment at the presi
Uneasy lies the head that
st the invitation of the have been the fields of elementary ’Rock, the paper is designed to fa- include swimming, dancing and dential mansion to face its chosen executimer - 2nd Lt. Kang Suk
wear. the crown. And uneasy
dion committee, which each education and business. "The visit cilitate inter-greek communica. supper. It will be held from 3 to Lee’s elder son and the adopted son of ex -President Syngman Rhee.
are the feet that wear tight
;tensors the visitation day today indicated much the same in - tions. "We could not get complete PI
Kang killed his father, his mother Maria and his younger brother.
shoes. Don’t be uneasy.
.in.
clination," he said.
enough coverage in the Spartan
Tickets for the picnic ere $1.50 Kang Wook with one bullet each from his .45-caliber Army auto.
t1:
Stroll over to R A now
SURPRISE
for singles and $2.75 for couples.
Daily," Rock commented.
matte, then turned the pistol on himself.
where you can pick up a pair
Nt) loot it
However, the greatest mirprise
Mike Johnson, Spartan Daily
Daybell said a combined ticket
He committed suicide as ith a bullet in his abdomen /11111 another!
of Walk -Over Super-Cushion
match/11- came, Mr. Walter indicated, when editor, said that he was very glad for the picnic and senior class ball In his brain
YelFlex shoes specially
,
oent from instructors in pre -medical and pre- to see the paper started.
is available at a small savings.
CID --vt S’s
BID FOR CLEMENCY
priced at 22.95. They are
ol.,s in departtnent 8 of
"The {creeks have needed such Bids for the ball are $3.50 but a
dental fields greeted their visitors.
SACRAM
i’;
Two attorneys met with Gus, Edmund
so comfortable that you’ll
to places of interest
"They had only expected a an organ for years. Because of combined ticket for both activi- G .Brown yesterday to make a last-ditch bid for clemency for Caryl
want to walk to the
s; during the annual
"grand small handful," he said. "But the space limitations and relatively ties will be $5.75.
Chessman.
ends of the eartill
number turned out to he in ex- small appeal, greek news cannot
The ball will be held at the VilThe conviel-atithor is scheduled to die in the San Quentin gas
(Even over to R/A.)
Ir..)
be covered as completely in the lage in San Francisco May 21, fea- chamber Monday after escaping eight execution dates in 12 years.
, and again at 2:15 cess of 60."
7th St. between San Carlos
The coordinator said the "in- Spartan Daily as weeks naturally turing Dick Rhinehart’s band.
Brown announced earlier this week he was powerless under the
’15 Fernando ads., appeared vasion" went rather smoothly, con- would like," Johnson said,
Tickets for the ball and picnic state constitution to save Chessman.
’IHRS of
numbers
of
large
The
the
paper
is
slated
for
are
sIdering
available
publicaat the Strident Afgleaming yellow as
Rosalie Asher. attorney for Chessnuin, said Brown’s statement
karst at Nunra Once
euul bikes loaded and on. students.
titer every two weeks.
fairs business office, T1116.
"looks pretty final."
"
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40 Professors Call
TASC ’Worthwhile’

EDITOR: Because a student
organization has made a strong,
difficult effort to break through
the wall of apathy which surrounds today’s college student. it
has received sharp criticism from
both fellow students and school
administration.
TASC Toy, ard an Active Student Community is a new group
on the San Jose State campus.
It is dedicated to a difficult task
which few viould deny is an essential part of our educational
system, that of increasing student awareness and concern of
social problems which touch
them --on the campus, in the local community and throughout
the world. They feel a complete
education must include concerns
beyond football games and fashion shows. Students must also be
concerned with informing themselves about the world in Zvhich
exercising their minds
they
in the pursuits of knowledge in
controversial fields, and in acting upon their new-found knowledge to test its inherent merit.
It is difficult to understand
the strong antagonism which
some of their fellow students
have exhibited toward TASC
from its inception. It seems that
the frequent laments about "student apathy" are so much
"sound and fury, signifying nothing." Instead of welcoming the
frontal attack upon apathy
which TASC offers, students
have chosen to castigate, accuse
by innuendo growing out of ignorance and fear, and ultimately to eliminate this group from
the student scene.
Even the administration has
discouraged these students in
TASC by labeling as "definitely
out-of-order"an attempt to imthe g,K.Is of the organipie!’

t.dlon. The proper or unpropvr
use of the college name in off campus activities seems definitely to have various interpretations. Few would wish to say
that it was improper for a group
of San Jose State students who
spent a Saturday planting roses
in a "beautifying the slums"
project to be so identified in the
press. Indeed, the identification
of a San Jose State student arrested for drunken driving is not
protested. But when a group decides to support a peaceful picket in demonstration of sympathy
for fellow students in another
part of the country, this is "definitely out-of-order." The lack of
logic in this position seems selfevident.
As SJS profesors, we wish to
make clear our support of TASC
as a worthwhile student endeavor. Whereas we may not a II
agree with every position it may
decide to take, we extend our
strong endorsement of its right
to do so.
J. J. Asher. James E. Blackwell, Mervyn L. Cadwallader,
Arthur Cody, Walter Crafford.
Leslie Derbyshire, E. Dickovei ,
David Feldman, Leonard Feldman, and Larry Ilochnuut
Harold M. Hodges, Jr., George
C. Hoyt, Bud R. Hutchinson,
Michael Kay, Harold W. Keely,
David Kulstein, C. M. Larsen,
Ruth Lavare, Elsie Leach, Lawrence B. Lee.
Leon Lee, R. F. Lee, W. N.
NicBain, Gene R. Medinnus, F.
Panagopoulos, Walter T. Plant.
Jack Pierce, William H. Poytress, Albert Rosenberg, James
M. Sawrey, and Claude N. Settles,
Raymond W. Stanley, William
Stanton, Frances L. Starner,
Melvin P. Strauss, Richard G.
Tansey, D. E. Walters, Leonard W. Weiss. Susan E. Wiggins,
and Robert W. Zaslow,

Ar1-Muiic-(2)rama
Student Concert
The local branch of the Music
Teachers assn. of California will
present 16 students in a concert
tonight at 8 in Concert hall. The
program will include piano and
violin selections and will be open
to the public.

Art Conference
The spring meeting of the
Northern California Section of
the Pacific Arts assn. will meet
in the Art building from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. tomorrow. Registration
will be at 9 a.m, with a charge of
$2 for non-members, $1 for.members and 50 cents for students.
Student art work will be exhibited during the meeting and demonstrations in the art studios

will be given during the afternoon

All -College Show
An array of talent from colleges and universities in the Bay
area will be presented in the
"All-College Spectacular" at the
San Mateo high school auditorium Sunday at 2 p.m. Acts
from Stanford university, the
University of San Francisco and
the College of Notre Dame will
be included in the show. Tickets
are $2 general admission and $1
for students.

Dr. Crain To Speak
Dr. Harold C. Crain, Fine
Arts division chairman and head
of the Speech and Drama department, will be the speaker
at a meeting of the San Jose
Opera guild in Los Gatos at
10:30 a.m. today. Dr. Crain will
talk on "The Skeleton in the
Closet", dealing with play writing and construction.

Spa2tanaill
In 1492. Columbus sold:
"All I wanted was lousy two bits
from Quillen Isabella. to gat shave
and haircut. So she dumps all this
jewelery junk on me, gets me gassed,
and sets me off to prove the world’s
round. What nut, Everybody knows
it’s square, and we’re coming to,the
edge now. Fare
WI
Ill"

Don’t be square, see...
the CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
396 So. 5th Street

Formosa Exports
Bargain Reprints

0.01=M=....=.,41M.P.1111....M.0411110.1=144MOIMOOM.M101M.M.^

BOY REPORTER

TAIPEI, Formosa IUPIt I.,
mosa’s cluttered book stores u
fer some of the world’s greate
bargains ranging from the ui
censored "Lady Chatterley’s lAr
el" selling for $1 tu Homer’s "I
aid" and "Odyssey" at 75 ten

Women, Inc.

YOUNG ARTISTSJean and Marilyn Somville, San Jose State
College students, display some of their art interests. Somville,
a symbolic artist, and his musician wife, Marilyn, will be featured
Sunday in a fine arts program at Villa Montalvo in Saratoga.

Students Asked for Reply
To Recognition Dinner Bids
By Pt \ PETERS’’’.
A talented an Jose State College couple, Jean and Marilyn Somville, both experts in their own fields, will share the
spotlight Sunday afternoon when a concert of Renaissance and
Baroque music, direeted by Marilyn Somville, opens a monthlong gallery exhibit of symbolic paintings by Jean Somville.
Mrs. Somville. a music education major, will lead a quartet
of musicians at Villa Montalvo in Saratoga at 2 p.m. Sunday in
a presentation of rarely heard
works by Italian, French, EngBelgium, studied at the Beauxlish and German composers.
Arts Academy in Geneva, followed by an intensive two-year
Paintings on exhibit by the 25study of art and art techniques
year - old painter will include
in Florence, Italy.
25 symbolic works previously
shown in Europe.
It was while in Florence he
Somville, a language arts mamet his wife Marilyn who was
jor. follows a symbolic style constudying music of the Renaissidering first his idea, the "inside
sance and Baroque periods under
head" of the picture.
a Fulbright grant.
In second phase he does the
"Many musical instruments
composition, then the design or
and materials of the Baroque
"outside line." The final steps
period from my personal col are the colors, the "light and
lection and from the collection
perfume of the total work."
of other members of the quartet.
"Through my art, I try to
will he shown during the art ex preach a return to nature," the
hibit," Mrs. Somville said.
tall, thin artist explained.
Mrs. Somville, known in the
"It was through watching naBay area for her concerts of
lure and being close to it that I
Renaissance music, will appear
understood the mechanisms of
with a quartet which specializes
the universe," he said.
in stylistic authenticity in its
His art style centers primerperformances.
ily around the Tao philosophy of
The couple are both seeking
ancient China. The Yin and the
teaching credentials at SJS. Mrs.
Yang, the two Oriental oppoSomville is student -teaching musites, are expressed in most of
sic It Willow Glen high school,
his symbolic works.
Somville, a junior, is seeking a
Somville, born in Brussels,
credential in language arts.

WATCH OUT - the emancipated woman is
beginning to emancipate all over the place again.
I detect a faint rustling sound in the brush as I
eachheT complete works of Willlai
read from the program of Wednesday night’s "First Annual AWS
Shakespeare sell for $1.75 or
Women’s Day Banquet." "The Educated Woman" was the theme.
"Gray’s Anatomy," the Yntufi,.
"AWS" stands for "Associated Women Students," a close-knit
student’s bible, is tm,i!
group which bands together for preservation of the species, I think.
$3. All editions are el..,
You cannot even be a woman on your own any more.
I question the name of the banquet, since as I glance over the
names of the u omen, IMre at re nittos fatiulllar flumes 55 Well cannot
notF rpeeaPeofrbaek
international c,,pyrigh
boast education as one of their strong points. Some base trouble tycontrols and royalties, Chines
ing their outs shoes.
book publishers are rernintin
I think paft of the reason the dinner had the educated woman
both the stout and ss s.,1,,m t
as its theme was because of a teensy feeling of guilt In this area.
America and Europe in hard e,
Right, girls?
’ veTredhey
pns.
The "Fifty Most Active Women" were presented with awards
hate rinted more tha
for being active, although where they have been active is not speci1000 best-selling American ta
fied. I think they have their choice.
vels, textbooks and French hoa
doir tales. Using Formosa’s ehea
One woman got recognition for being one of the most active
labor and locally manufacture
because she had served as secretary to a sorority. And if that’s
paper, reprint houses sell the vi,
not -being active, well, I don’t know what is! All those minutes and
umes for 10 to 25 per cent (
things.
the original cost,
in rim
I HAVE been thinking recently of possibly forming a Fifty
Mail
I.east Active Men group, and we could have dates with the Fifty
U.S. college students. Chines
Most Active Women, so that the relationship could be neutralized.
studying in America as %sell a
I think that would be nice.
some American students becum
I imagine that must have been quite the banquet, all right,
campus agents for Formosa
and I certainly wish I would have been invited. As it is, I will have
publishers, distributing catalog
to use my vivid imagination in trying to recall what might have
and taking orders.
taken place.
\ tere..tedesc; -0- .."-_,......f.e.e..-.
I SUPPOSE a lot of the usual day-to-day small -talk was dismissed with, leaving the air clear for discussion of more controver- h
sial and important matters of the day:
41
presents ...
First FAIneated Woman: "HON-est-ly, kid--I think this segregation is SINT-ply TERR-ible, don’t you?? I mean it isn’t fair!"
Second Educated Woman: "You know it, kid! And whatpas,
, JAll
AZ
the saltabout this Berlin thing? I mean, HON-estly I think they’r,
Fri. & Sat
A13-solutely right! I mean don’t you? Have you been keeping up?
, . . !,Ari-..:LtAtp ’sites, with
First Intelligent Woman: "Berlin?"
floor shot,
SEW: "Sureyou knowthat Berlin thing."
FIW: "What about it? Butter."
. ; th ANS VCG:d’
SEW: "Oh . . . spit it for criminy sakes! Urn . . . do you thin!It’s all right for Red China tosay, you can’t guess who I &IA
Jam Session
yesterday! Talking with SU-san Peters of all people!"
0
Sun. and Man. nites
FIW: "No, who?"
Folk Music ...Tues. Wed. &
SEW: "Don!!"
Thurs. nites with
FIW: "Really! Wellwhat else? Tell me everything you heard!"
Bill Munday & Jack Trailer
What did she say to him?"

l4,la
lit ...ique

4.

SEW: "Well, there isn’t anything TO tell. What COULD she
tell him?? I mean, HON-estly, kid! She was just talking to him
and "
FIIV: "Tell me later. Let’s talk about Berlin some inure
SEW: "Oh, ick."
11/4, 13,S,141213,12P/3,1,i)v0213),

Art Festival
Dr. Marques Reitzel, California artist and former head nf
the Art department at San Jose
State College, and actor and art
connoisseur Vincent Price will
be on the program at the San
Jose City college annual Art
Festival May 6 to 8. Price will
lecture on art May 7 at 8 p.m.
In the Men’s gymnasium. Dr.
Reitzel, who left San Jose State
in 1957 to devote his time to
painting, will present an oil
painting demonstration and lecture in the college Art building
May 6 at 4 p.m.
PATRONIZE
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Old World Charm in Dining

CY 4.9

America’s Most Beautiful Ho/bran

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Mon. Thurs.)
"Deacon" Shimmin
Die Rhinelander
and 114 Mxieland P;ono
Band
Sun.-Tues.-Wed,
Fri-Sat.
7,41
-71
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paper discover
"air-softens" every puff!
Special new

Stuck
w,

CY 7-2002

Salem’s new cigarette

, 24
,,,
Enters,
1934. at San Jose. Ce..forn,e u,clor the
Califon
Member
1879.
March
2,
act of
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publist,
ed daily by Associated Students of San
Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday. during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a flet
mainder-of-school-year basis. In Fall is
$4: in Spring semester, $2.
Cy 4-6414Editorial Ext. 210,
Editor, Michael R. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
Make-up Editor, Dwight Miller

Uniqi,

.411

A

PET AND
668 [IN

HIGH POROSITY

cigarette paper

Invisible porous openinos
blend fresh

oir

with eoch pul! for

softer, fresher, more flavorful smoke

Salem research creates a revolutionary new cigarette paper that breathes new refreshing softness
and finer flavor into the smoke. Now, more than
ever, there’s Springtime freshness in every puff
a Salem. Smoke refreshed ... smoke Salem.

CONTEST!

Crested by II 2. Reynolds
Tonere Coniorny

GRODINS NEW RENT-A-TUX SHOP
WRiTEPS OF THE 3 BEST LETTERS
f50 words or less)
On "WHY IT’S FUN TO GO FORMAL"
WILL SIN THE FOLLOWING:

flagat10

Complete tux mitt incluchnd access, s
The Services Of a cnsuiter.oroten btnoos r,e at tne
disposal of you and your date tor the entire evening of Inc Prom
corsage for your date.
4. Prom .night dinner for you and date at any restate
rant you choose.

SPR

2

Decisions of the judges woo be final. contest closes May I.
RUNNERS-UP in this contest rrill get first COnsiderntion tor summer

As at Grodins!

titteth

,

menthol fresh

NIHnil:REE11
Valley

Fair, 2801 Stevens Creek Road, San Jose

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

Salem refreshes your taste

4,5 E.

jnj_gue

This Year

D

’Sociology Prof Continues
’Young Ben’
Compiling Book on Area To Coniinue

’60 Yearbook Editor
Announces Theme

tly
RAPoPoitT
Do the social class characteristics of those living in the Peninsula area differ from the charac.
teristics of those living in other
parts of the country?
The reply to that question will
be answered or at least partially
answered in the second of two
books to be written by Dr. Harold
Hodges, assistant professor of so
eiolngv on the social class make,

Hy DU HA
’Das year’s yearbook will be
.i..que. In it we have incorporated
new ideas and some variti(if old ideas,’ stated Sharon
tlaloney. editor of the 1959-60 La
fan’s.
One of the new ideas is interwith students on their ideas
:if student government. "I have
this in another year,ever
.itMiss Maloney
TRI-Coll.OR
Nearlssrk i divided into
Main St4.11.,11s: 1141derghiP,
and activities. Each of
’t ions has its own tutt
these
work, and a two-page three-color
aIi introduction.

In the front of the txtok is a
tri-color montage of "The Thinker" in dinerent poses. The front
piece exemphfies and expresses the
theme of the book.
The book’s dual theme is mainly academic, stressing the fact that
this is a university---a place where
people gather to learn.
The theme also stresses the edocated student’s respon-iibility
hrought about by his education.
it 1,1 It
"It DV
"We tire trying to shuw how the
1,141kb
SJS student puts it into practice,"
ut
Miss Makiney said.
a study or
I
l’illaie:1111111 iti
the San I.;
area m ith ii
Miss Maloney and her assistant
heavy mph.;
; a; trirra living in
editor, Judy Weymouth, were on
suburbia.
the staff last year and, consequent The first boo’t, discussed in an
got a head start on this year’s
book they started in April, and
article yesterday, is designed for
worked through the summer.
the mass market. The second book.
They contacted printers and
however, will be more technical
binders, chose the best paper they
in nature "designed to salve the
outraged cries of our more conVerein (the Ger- could get, and started developing
servative colleagues in sociology,"
;eave at 1 p.m. Sunday a theme.
EDITORS CONFERENCELa Torre Assistant Editor Judy WeyDr. Hodges said.
:.r a k ii party at Sea Cliff.
EDITOR PLEASED
mouth
(left)
talks
over
proofs
of
La
Torre,
SJS
yearbook,
with
presi,..-1,1 Jarrett Lange said
Both books will be written In
The editor stated that she is
Editor
Sharon
Maloney.
La
Torre
is
due
on
campus
about
May
15,
cooperation n;th David Feldtat the group will leave from in quite pleased with the work done
and now is on sale at student affairs business office, THI6. Sales
if building "0’, the lan- by the staff this year. "This book , are ahead of lest year’s at this point, and this year’s order is 300
man, ,tssistaiit professor of SOguage building, and that transpor- will indeed be a credit to San ,Tice
%shut will handle the stacopies smaller than last year’s.
provided.
be
;anon will
tistical end of the studies.
State," she said.
of
Der
deutsche
Non-members
’Ilse section on personalities.
Although publication of the first
l’erein will he charged 35 cents for which includes Queens and Kings,
book has been scheduled approxiindicated
that
l’te party Lange
is outstanding this year." she con, itely a year from now, no date
T.’1 those it;;--ted are invited to tinued. "The quality of the pictures
a- been set on the second one yet.
!
’is extremely high because tb.
’he study which will provide the
were done by professional pilot
..isis for the two books is almost
e;:s-.atil
it
\
.md
sche,tul,s
programs
Applications
ellecti
for
graphers."
completed. When it is, 1506 perThe hook, which is 320 pages Summer Session classes now are reading instruction, word skills in sons, or one out of every 400 liv1
k New Springr
long, is on sale for $6.50. It will available in the office of Joe H. ’ reading, and spelling and composi- ing in the Peninsula area, will have
Cuts for ,),, v.......0 . he out about May 15.
tion.
West, dean of Summer Session.
been ohe ’toned. The method used
DRIVER EDUCATION
Two separate sessions, plus one
Coeds
Seven iwo week workshops, for
week intersession sections, are
safety and education teachers will
scheduled.
During the six week session. he offered in the driver and safety
20.
June 27 to Aug. 5, students may ediication area, following the
Discounf
take up to six semester units of Fourth Annual convention of the
with student body card
work, including graduate study, to, American Driver and Safety F:dii;"P.i
ward completion of a general se- cation fISSrl. which will be held at
condary credential or master’s de- S.IS Jttne 16 to 20. In addition, the
; Industrial Arts department will
gree.
At the four week se sion. Aug I offer a number of six week courses
Twenty-three ; ’,Is are entered
sponsored
by
the
InLeach
day,
AND COUNTRY
N to Sept. 2, two- semester units 1Dean West added.
in the competition for the Lambdependent Men and Women’s counearned, to complete as many I The variety of courses in moan da! Chi Alpha Crescent girl.
can
he
. cit. will be held Saturday if the as 10 units for the two sessions departments will give regular stuThe Crescent girl will reign over
weather permits, according to Dick etiodiined
I, 4 9934
14 Almaden
dents an opportunity to satisfy D.- the Pushcart relays May 13.
Johnston, council co-president.
- quirements toward their degrees.
tIll S’sf It sd-ssto’S’
Semi-finalists will he selected
I "If the weather is unfavorable
SIGN -ITS URGED
A I.:root e--. .;. ;- r ’,ducted
on Friday." Johnston stated. at Hart nell college. Salinas. front I Dean West urged those who plan from the group after a swimming
’Beach day will he postponed un- June 27 to Aug. 5. for resident. of to sign up for summer courses to party tomorrow.
til the following Saturday.’’
FRATERNITY DINNER
Monterey, Santa Cru, and San Ee. apply for a permit to register ’
A car caravan will form in front nito counties who want to stody ; Under this system the strident obThose selected will attend a dinWe Have A
of the cafeteria Saturday morning
closer to home. These courses are tains an application and files it in ner at the fraternity house Tues.
W.de Selection of
at 10 a.m. Johnston urges all directed mainly at teachers now ! the dean’s office. The permit will day night. Finalists will he selectthose who have cars to bring them practicing the profession, Dean H.:testify the time and date when ed by house members
Parakeets
At a recent meeting of the In. West added. All Hartnett units are the student is to register. Those the dinner.
Finches
dependent council the title "As- mod for full residence credit at ’without permits may have to wait
Friday, May 3, the fraternity
sociated Independent council" was SJS.
Buntings
I until late afternoon to register. will hold the Crescent girl dam,.
chosen for the newly combined
Dean West pointed out that sev- . Dean \Vest added.
at Deem-park Tavern near Santa
Canaries
. groups. It will become the offi- eral special features will he offered
Applications for permits to re- Cruz. As a climax to this event
Student Dicount
cial name of the group when the at this summer’s session. These eIster may he picked up at Dean the Crescent girl and her attendWith ASB Card
new constitution is ratified.
work,Imps and one Wee% ColIrSe, %Vest’s office. or the application ants will be named to reign over
Next Monday two of the candi- all directed at tearhers, super- on the back page of the summer the Pushcart relays and parade.
will
presidency
ASH
the
for
dates
vises, and administrators, hut stir - bulletins may be usod.
May 13.
air their platforms before the In- dents may find them beneficial.
Dates of summer classes and
ENTRIES
meeting
The
dependent groups.
times for registration are listed in
Crescent girl contestants a flit
he added.
p.m
7:30
at
which will take place
;.- ,ession
One of the one-unit eolir--e- r ,t,..
their sponsors include: Ginny Col; in C11240. is open to the public.
fered is in education of th;;
lins, Alpha Chi Omega; Sharon
Core, Alpha Omicron Pi; Garrilee
child. Topics of the course
of
the
gir
the identification
Buster, Alpha Phi; Vicki Gordon
Chi Omega; Myrna McAnnally,
child, and the importanciIt of d.
Scandin.
the
usual
slut
covering gifted children at ;We’ll se
Delta Gamma; Gretchen Myers.
ani. Yugoslavi and N Africa A difDella Zeta: Judy Dellanini. GamPET AND GARDEN SHOP
early age
tent tripfor those who don’t want tit
be hardiod around. Also shorter
I
’ ...iria and de , .
a. ma Phi Beta; Kathy Courhois
READING WORKSHOP
668 LINCOLN AVENUE
Budded priced.
TOURS
EUROPE SUMMER
A workshop in reading, designed tip:e ..f a talk to he gi\en 1)) Kappa Alpha Theta: Carolyr
, Calif.
CY 2-4950
Pas
, 265 Sequoia, Ng Ca
to help reading instruction in the Mohammed T. Mehdi. director of Parks, Kappa Delta; Karrie Pat
lassnsan will 1w offered June 26 ’he Arab Information center, at rick. Kappa Kappa Gamma; (’in.
to 24 by the Elementary Educa- 1 the first annual Arabian dinner dy Coggeshall, Phi Mu; Sharon
tion department. Dr. Donald II. sponsored by the Arab-American Fantail, Sigma Kappa; Sue Mills
Durrell, professor of education at I Student assn! on Saturday at 7 Alpha Tau Omega; Nancy John.
Boston University, will conduct p.m. in the YWCA.
Delta Upsilon: Stephanie Burton
.rse WI!
The event features traditional Phi Sigma Kappa; Judy Sawer, 1’;
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
Arabian and American food, mu- Kappa Alpha; Mayo Higson. Sigma
--ie and dance.
Chi: Joan Dudak. Sigma Chi: Mar.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
All interested students are in- ilyn Ileviloekway, Theta Xi; Irene
sited to attend said Sarnia Saour. Rativern. Catholic Women’s CenOPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
ter: Nancy Sutherland. Florenea.
secretary of the organization.
3-7500
CYpress
PHONE
: Tickets priced at $1.50 may be Hall: and Kathy Walker, Wendy
A post -doctoral rellmvshiP
’ obtained from eltih members
1960-61 recently was awarded to
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
I;
instructor
KIng-Farlow.
John
philosophy. by the A. \V. Me:I
ge it Celf#411?f(
Foundatio.n.
The instructor is-ill use t h.
l’s’
the
at
’;rant to do research
versify of Pittsburgh in rel.....
i:;etiaapnhgv.itie..4. and the plul,,Ple.

ite
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German Club Sets
Sunday for Outing

Application Forms Available
For Summer Sessions Program

Coeds Compete
For Crescent
Girl Finals

,Beach Day
’If Weather
Favorable’

SAM’S

is such a --rtion is known as a
reelect scientific sampling
STUDENTS HELP
Approximately 300 s t rid 0 ri I
the
part
in o
taken
haveru
od
’ro
d
survey. The study ,Aas c
ducted among such area cities a,
San Jose, San Francisco awl Pal
Alto.
In this second, more scholarly
book, Dr. Hodges plans to e trn;,tart
he inter-relationships :intone such
hings as Puritanism. prettrIte;
snd child-rearing IBM con11011,1
Alit be used in helping to arr./. .tt
_lie ,tate.tical
While other .urt Iuulu.gir.t s has.’
found that ehild-tridning is rigid
and demanding in the tipper middle (-lasers and more easy going
In the lower class hit-Is, Dr.
Hodges’ study shows just the ttpposite.
According to the study, upper middle class people subscribe to
Dr. Spock, are easy going in training children, but teach them to
earn their own pin-money ;
et.
classes, on the other hand, lire
more strict and give "conditional
love" to their children.
Dr. Hodges plans to present ha,
findings to the American Ad’, or.
tising Convention in Pebble Beach
today and tomorrow He feels advertisers are stressing their ads
too heavily toward the "striving"
white collar worker. It is the blue
collar worker, Dr. Hodges found
nil is beginning to experience
’the good life."
-

DeGaulle, Algeria
Topic of Arab Talk

.1153;4.

kip..

litodente APU9 Co.
e

7/

SPRING COTTONS
10.98 to 29.98

Sportswear
Dressy Dresses
Casuals
455 E William

CYpress 4-7629
n

PORTOLA DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
CY 4-8842

263 E. Williams

N .0
4
THURSDAY
Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY
SPAGHETTI
S
all you can eel
Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

LEE S;STERS
COMMUN1r1 SINGING

IRISH
VILLAGE

CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
CY2-0462 I Oth & Santa Clara

53 Willow Street

HAWAIIAN FASHIONS, LTD.
LEI DAY SPEC:AL: MAY 2-7
40c discount on al :re ’2 c’ot:-.:n9
May Days are i_.
48 W. San F

An

Cal;

in Flaw, .

n do, San Jose

CI 8-1830

American Ilerita;f_s

Taco; At

11(0 TACO’S’
and ST. JAMES

FOURTH

REA kilt)

Philosophy Prof
Given Fellowship

(1
vetIfet Ca e

just arrived!

t

eakmaki

Stuck for a Gift?

EUROPE

Hay

toi- chiltoday iit 4 p m.
dren,
it, tf,.
TheAter
’ Iti,e’l
:
ant .;tut i p in.
Ii,- Is;; ;.; t’Oiling Ben Frank_
,,ar. John Ifig;at,
Fisher,
Ever. CharP.er. .nelti.in and r) tug.
I .n.
Lus
- run 5i’ lO
k’ayt

et (Viand
lind it itere . . .

-1*4

MELS
PALM \\
BOWL

_RECORD
s..
Y

()

and ....._31trilinh
I2 beautiful Portraits
25 Wallet Portraits
One Oil Painting ...
complete for 23.95

t..__fraciticile3

SON toil

The Ultimate in 6ov.ing

knrtnAni,

fl
MELS PALM BOWL
1523 West Son Carlos Street
CY 4-2810

Cerit9P

?kap

Park & &glee
taciiCrtiCitill

Park

Make your appointment racw, have s,
special won’t last. Other estrm
Cap & Gown and street clothes.
CCP tia
41 NORTH FIRST ST.

s

itiettf714-COd
CYpress 2-8960

sprit

4-8PAIATAN DAILY

1,0

Giants Win; Cepecia Hurt

McCovey Home Run
Blasts Dodgers, 7-5
.1. first -sacker
A magnificent ninth inning re- costly win, as
lief job by young left-hander Mike Orlando Cepeda aas beimed beMcCormick and a towering three- tween the eyes on shortstop Maurun eighth frame homer by Willie IN Wills’ attempt at* double play
McCovey carried the San Fran- . in the second inning and had to be
cisco Giants to a 7-5 win over the carried off the field on a stretcher
Los Angeles Dodgers last night in
The "Baby Bull" spent the night
the Coliseum.
in a hospital and latest reports
It was a typical Giiints-Dodgers listed no serious damage, so he
donnybrook a tb lot, of sloppy may be ready to continue play in
baseball and a total of 86 players the important remaining two
coming to bat. but at the end the .games with the World Champions.
Giants prevailed to keep on the. McCormick’s relief job was a
heels of front -running Pittsburgh. gem. With none out, one run in.
which downed the Phillies, 3-0, on and Dodgers on first and third.
Bob Friend’s four -hitter.
young Mike was brought in to reThe Giants win kept the local lieve Stu Miller and face the danpros one game back of the Pirates ecrous Wally Moon. who already
in the tight NI, race and drop- had blasted three safeties.
ped the Dodgers into fourth behind
Moon was retired on a pop to
Milwaukee.
catcher Bob Schmidt, McCormick
For the S V ball club it was a .
picked Neal off first. and Carl
Furillo, batting for Duke Snider
grounded out to Don Blasingame
to terminate the 35s hour struggle
McCovey’s 400-foot three-run
clout, which gave him four RBI
for the night and the N.L. lead
at 17, put some icing on the cake
for the Giants, who had pulled
ahead. 3-2. in the eighth on pitcher Jack Sanford’s single and Joey
Amalfitano’s second double.
Willie Mays extended his hitting
streak to 13 games for the Giants
, and Sanford notched his second
. win without a loss in besting I
World Series hero Larry Sherry. ’

jimmie’s
barber shop

-10th 9nifirly

Third Time’s
A Charm

PALM Ell
IT TOOK THREE ’rms.
I ace,
but Milwaukee mu
Warren Spahn, finally got win
No. 1 of the NW season the
other day.
It was not the ordinary’ "mild-the-mill- will, either, for the
39-year-old lefty, but a neatly
packaged 11 -inning four hitter
The aging arm of the veteran
hurler would not tune had to work
so hard had it not been for an
error In the ninth inning by the
usually reliable Johnny Logan on a
Pop-up.
The error cost Milwaukee a
run and forced the game into extra innings.
It may just seem that way, but
every time "Spahnnie" takes the
hill his flipper is pushed to the
limit. At 39 years it’s no longer
posible to just rare back and fire
It takes much more.
Spahn has that "much more".
iie’s proved it time and again
when his teammates fall to give
him any run support and this
happens frequently. He is constantly called upon to Use the
craftiness and pitching knon ledge gained over the years to
eke out low scoring, one -run decisions.
Seldom does Spahn get more
than a one or two run cushion,
and it’s up to him to preserve it.
His 21-15 record last year with
a 2.96 ERA is further evidence
that he must go all out on the
mound. When you lose 15 ballgames despite such a fine ERA,
it’s hard to blame the pitcher. It
only indicates that your ballclub
is not getting you many runs.
So, "Wily Warren" is fin a II y
off on the right foot in quest of hi11th 20-game season and with
some help from his mates will
probably get it. Even without, lie
should come mighty close.

RATIONAL LEAGUE
I
STANDINGS
i ’it tsburgh
10 3 .769
- ,
San Francisco
9 4 .692 1
Milwaukee
6 5 .545 21u
Los Angeles
6 .538 3
St. Louis
5 6 .453
Philadelphia
5 7 ’385 5
"BARNUM BILL" VEECK.
4 9 ’309 5’.2 owner of the illustrious Chicago
Cincinnati
71
(’hierkg,
9 27’ 5’’ White Sox, is at it again. This
for distinctive
time the man who is largely rehaircuts.
,ponsible for revising baseball in
Congratulations to
Lowest Gas Prices
the "Windy City" has spent 1,300..
- S. 000 of his hard-earned money for
the men of I.F.C.
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
a new scoreboard in Comiskey
on your new newsREG.-90+ OCTANE
Park that does everything but
:wear at the umpires.
paper COLUMNCigarettes 22c
Veeckl; newest gimmick, at the
All Major Oils-38g
I.
push of a button, makes every
noise conceivable, from a whistle
to a machine-gun’s blazing.
52 s. fourth
Naturally the button is only
4th
&
William
-6th
&
Keyes
’ley’ ,fo mother
pushed when a White Sox stal10TH AND TAYLOR
wart socks one out of the park
And the conglomeration of sounds
’which never come up in the same
Mon. & Thur. 8am-9pm
order, send the jubilant Chisox
IDA’S
boosters into happy hysterics.
Hours 8am-7:30pm
TUXEDO
Going one step further, Veeek
Sat. Close 6pm
ha added another button to the
RENTAL
Phone CY 2-9102
tail:log scoreboard." Push this
button and the board does nothC
Dinner Jacket
Fa
ing but groan. Needless to say
and Pats
Rea, Gold.
us hat it’s used for.
includes Shirt,
Other baseball owners could take
Tie, Cufflinks,
a lesson from Veeck. He is the one
174 South Second
Cummerbund<
man in baseball who is not conStuds and Suspe- Son Jose
stantly thinking of himself. He
gives the Chicago fans bargain after bargain at the hall park and
the fans show their appreciation by
supporting the Sox.
Now he’s also giving the players
Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
,,,mething to shoot at $10,000. It
Un:on Oil Products
Union 03 Credit Cards Accepted
goes to the first player to pound
one Into the center field bleacher
SPECIAL
seats at Comiskey. Not an easy
trick, however, as only tv(:o men
in history have ever performed the
,rit:k Jimmy Foss and Hank
W,th purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
eimberg.
We give StrH Green Stamps
II Is further tribute to Veeck
when you recall that his own
White Sox are likened to the "HitSAN REMO’S
less Wonders" of ’06.
No long
range bombers on his club. so If he
does have to give the 10-Grand
away, chances are it will he to a
rival. It’s still a big "if," but
nevertheless. a nice gesture from
’he ’ .-port,hirt "

1

2r0 STATIONS

JIFFY CAR WASH
99C CAR WASH

a Fiji in any league
an extra special treat after the big game, bring your
companion to San Rime’s. You’ll find the pizza, spaghetti,
and ravioli a winner. If you prefer, order your pizza by
phone, just dial CV 4-4009. Delivery is FREE.
For

CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY

SAN REMO’S

2)8 WILLOW STREET

SAN JOSE

(.I.1NT FANS are expected to
flock to the park "en masse" Monday and Tuesday when the San
Franciscans play host to Hank
Aaron & Co.
The first games followinea road
trip are always big from the at
lendence standpoint, but when It’s
fin important two-game Set with
the Braves it becomes even bigger
Fans trekking to the park arc
likely to see a right-handed mound
duel between Milwaukee’s fidgety
Lew Burdette and San Francisco’s
sad Sam Jones. Tuesday’s encounter may see a southpaa: battle between the Braves’ veteran Steam
and young Giant lefty, Mike McCormick. In any case, look for a
pair of close ones at Candlestick
HITTIN’ PITCHER
CLEVELAND (UPI) - 1V,
Ferrell hit nine home runs f
the Cleveland liuutlun
ti 1931
set the single -season record 1,1
big league pitcher.

SJS. Nine’s 26 Victories Top State
L.A. State, California, US(
Trail Spartans in ’20 -Club
By NICK PETEIV,
comegt, while a pair of icturies met San
dropping only 12, coach Eel ra, and to a Cal Poly tiegii,,
Sobczak’s baseballers hase es- ! which claims wins over l’SC.
tablished themselses as one of LA and Fresno State. Thi,a.
the toughest diamond aggrega- tans have won five other
with the Poly nine.
tions in I:alifornia. and possibly
There is no substitute !
in the entire nation.
Their 26 triumphs lead the Gold- cess. the Spartan nit,.
en State in victories and the ex- name: so it is hoped
cellent .684 won-lost percentage the time comes for I.
compiled by the locals is good post -season laurels
enough for fifth place in the state. berths the SJS nine and
Only San Francisco State termind Sobezak are
(.780). Los Angeles State (174). head of the line.
California (.733), and USC (.724)
elahn a better team percentage.
L.A. State, a real surprise in the
southland this season, follows the
Spartans in wins 1241, with the
Bears i22.) and Trojans 4211 nipping the leaders’ heels.
GROUP
The only Spartan losses have
INSTRUCTIONS
ball
come at the hands of powerful
clubs: two each to L.A. State,
S 1 -hr. lessons
Fresno State, Santa Clara, and S.
$7.50 per person
F. State, and a single defeat by
1,Amn. 6 persons per q..Jp
Cal, Stanford, Cal Poly and COP.
The records of S.F. State and
HOURS
L.A. State speak for themselves,
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
while Fresno State. the defending
9 to 6 Sat., Sun,
western regional NCAA champ,
and Santa Clara, defending WCAC
Just East of N. First St. and
crown -bearer, always give the loBayshore at 230 E. B:-okaw Rd.
cal nine fits.
CYpress 5-9542
California, 8-0 in the (’IRA.
a
split
have
and the Spartans
pair on the season and the Indians won the oseithon opener
from the Spartans, 12-2, hut the
home town nine clobbered the
Stanfords in a pair of return
engagements.
Their other two setbacks were
to a Tiger squad which also holds , LUBRICATION
51 .50

F,

26

al will
Pkoto by ...flrn LE,
STRATEGIST SOBCZAK-The brans behind 26 Spartan triumphs
and a first -place posit;on in the WCAC race, coach Ed Sobczak
points from Muncipal Stadium dugout prior to recent game. During professional career rugged mentor rapped out over 50 homers
in same park while member of San Jose Red Sox.

Leads Team with .352 Mark

’Mac’s’ Swats Spark
SJS Slugging Surge
Raising his batting aserage 111) points in iN.II weeks of play,
Spartan third -sacker Doug McChesney has replaced first baseman Tout Rike as the team’s leading hitter with a sparkling
.352 mark.
The gutty infielder, who trades his spikes for cleats in the
fall. was in the throes of a miserable bat slump just prior to the
Easter recess, but his bat "came to life- in recent games to soar
I his bat mark from a lowly .242 to
*
*
*
.
I the present .352.
"Thus" surge included 27 hits
%% A. p, , , tit ill his last 56 at hats with five
SAN JOSE STATE 12-3 .8’30 _ . doubles, two triples. and 17 RBI
....
9-3 .750 li z ! to ghe his mates the greatly
Santa Clara
needed innoculation which saw
6-10 375 gi
COP
4-10 .286 F2 theft sweep to 13 sictories In 17
St. Mary’s
contests.
3-8 .273 7
USF
Also enjoying tremendous bat
sC;
Games remaining: SJs
’1
hikes during the recent surge were
1.78F vs SC (3); WU Vs I I
catcher Angie Scornaienchi 142
points to .310) anti shortstop Billy
Inderbitzen (79 points to .2921.
performer
steady
Rike,
a
BATTING (top 12 only)
campaign, has been
C. AB If Mg. throughout the
Player
mark all season
L. Williams
20 55 2 5 . 455 around the .350
at .346. Anothet
12 29 13 . 448 and is currently
Tagliaferri
if not spectacular Sparta:,
Tognolini
17 39 15 .385 sPeady
second baseman Larry
38 122 43 .352 has been
McChesney
who has been flirting with
Rike
30 81 28 .346 Bachiu,
and is now at .297.
Holmquist
II 27 9 .333 .300,
Ironically, the two bat leader,
Scornalenchl
34 113 35 .310
of 1959- Emmett Lee and Jill
Ravish)
35 III 33 .297
Pusateri -have found little, if any
Inderbitzen
33 106 31 .292
plate success thus far this season
Juris kis
31 82 20 .244
Outfielder Lee, a .362 bombe:
37 121 28 .231
Pusateri
in ’59, is at .221, but several min.,:
Lee
25 68 IS .221
injuries haven’t aided his woes
TOTALS
39 1244 345 .277
Fleet centerfielder Jim Pusatei
II’ W -L ERA seems to be a psychological prol,
Tagliaferri
11 12 8-1 1.62 lem at the dish, as he’s not beci,
Holden
12 84.3 7.1 1.92 getting good wood on the ball and
Holmquist
II 78.7 4-6 2.29 batting only .231 after a sensaL. Williams 12 88.3 6-4 3.67 tional .333 sophomore campaign.
TOTALS
39 323.3 25-12’2.42
Slugger McChesney leads the
*-One game %son by forfeit and
team in hits (43) and RBI (261
another tied.
soul is tied for the doubles (6).
strikeout (29), and sacrifice (5)
o
leaderships.
Pitcher -outfielder Larry Wil
hams leads in triples 16) arid
F
’ claims a phenomenal .836 slugging
percentage on 46 total bases for
his 55 at hats.
Pusateri. who gets tin base despite his poor plate mark, tops the
rims 1271 and stolen bases 1171
categories. while John Jurivich.
Al Pimentel, and Inderbitzen claim
the hone run lead with a pair
\

WCAC Standings

Spartan Stats

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

STUDENT
SPECIALS

Big Winners
5%-I. Pet.
26-12 .684
24-7
.774
22-6
.733
21-8
.724
19-11 .633
17-11 .607
16-24 .400
14-12 .538
14-12 .7.38
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500 So. First Street
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Rockholt Quits Grid Squad
First -String
FB, Punter
Leaves Gap

50
es
Si

10

81;i. brawny Kent Ito,kholt
has decided to pass tip his final
heJ,ipli of football in favor of
studies. "Rock.’ was the only exg
perienced fullback remit’
due to tlic disqualification from
school of Joe Paris and Dave
Kilbourne.
The Bee punter, who is a twoyear letterman, made his decision
prior to opening spring workouts
Monday.
TAYLOR STEPS IN
Coach Bob Titchenal was counting on the 200-pound "Rock" but
now will go along with Kent Taylor as his number one fullback for
the present time.
Rockholt failed to inform the
coaches of his decision. He will
also lee his athletic scholarship.
Phil Clifton, low hurdler on the
track team, has expressed a desire tu return to his favorite sport
and will no doubt come in handy
"Titchenal system."
SEVERAL CANDIDATES
With Taylor, Clifton. Ed Erdelatz ....Dave Sawyer and Dick
Sanita all grabbing for the vacated job, the fullback slot is the
most indefinite position on the
team.
Rain has hampered the practice
field hut Titchenal continues to
feel optimistic and pleased with
the early drills.
The 66 men are hustling but
there is a lot of work to be done
before September. With the bulk
f the men new to the system,
,-t of the time is spent on offehse," concluded Titchenal.
D.M.

FOX

THEATER
CYpress 3-7007

NOW!

IIMMERAWRN
ILheUnfingiven
f.!_* TRIUMPH FROM
AWARD

AMP
BOOMING PUNTER GONEThe long, high towering punts of
Kent Rockholt will not be visible to Spartans in 1960 because the
veteran fullback has decided to concentrate on his studies rather
than the gridiron.

Aqua Records Topple
As Mermen Improve
By GARY P 11.11Eli
Coach l’om O’Neill’s San ii ,-e i.wins !vain iackl., tough
Arden Hills Club today, after polishing off San Francisco state
Wednesday and sweeping the Cal Aggie Relays Saturday.
Eclipsing four record., the Spartans swam to an easy 73-13
victory filVer the haply-- Gators.
Tom Macedo whipped through the water in the 200-yard
I :if) 1,1 oI a nu ks Spartan standard in the
individual medley in

.% era.

MAYFAIR
Two Big Hits!!

Ii.tki:44Y

"" JOHN
HUSTON

BiG FISHERMAN’
Hc,ward KeelJc.hn Sancn

and
TECHNICOLOR.
AND IN HYPNO.MAGIC!
"The HYPNOTIC EYE"

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
i-La OVER 2ND BIG vim!
"SUDDENLY
LAST SUMMER"
"BIG OPERATOR"
,
1,..,.,
Van Dorn

Vi,:.+or;ri Skew. Cornel Wilde irs

’Edge of Eternity’
TOWN I THEATER
"ROOM AT THE TOP"
eaderny ".
S’
"GRAND CANYON"
Walt C:L iney Acadea, t!! e r
"DUPOKRN OVERCOAT’
. _raft.
Academy Award Winner

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

GAY THEATER
Roger & Harnmersfe;n’s

"SOUTH
a

PACIFIC"

B’ T?:1
--

-

Gery,Or

France Nuyen

’The Best of Everything’
PLUS
"YESTERDAY’S ENEMY"
ALSO
The Golden Age of Comedy

4

Zolte

515
MAX: I missed you last week, Growler.
GROWLER: Yeah, the boss was lazy.
MAX: I think he was sick.
GROWLER: He’s bum. (The writer, of course.)
MAX: Let’s change the subject.
GROWLER: Why?
MAX: Why not?
GROWLER: Why nett?? Let’s seeyeah, why not . .. because
I like it ...no... well,
no ... what for? ... no
why Why Not?
MAX: You’re an Idiot.
GROWLER: Yes, I am hungry.
MAX: It’s no use. Let’s go to LARKS for a hotclog.
GROWLER: Why not.
MAX: A real bad case of maladjustment.
MORAL:The average man seems wise to an idiot. But when
you are looking for real good hotclogs, everyone would be
wise to go to LARKS.
Ill E. SANTA CLARA STREET

Macedo also joined Bob Wegaim, Paul Yancey, and Don BeuKers in the 200-yard Medley Re::y, which saw the four-man team
"lip five seconds off the old recThe foursome splashed the distance in 1:48.2- 11 seconds better than the SFS quartet.
Peter Wolfe zipped to a 2:20.0
In the 200-ard butterfly for a
third stM record. The time topped the Gator entry by close to
43 seconds.
Roger Scaife teamed with Wegman, Yancey and Beukers in the
200-yard Freestyle Relay to knock
one and nine-tenths seconds off
the old mark of 1:39.8 in the
event.
The locals also notched firsts
in the other seven divisions, with
Bob Haywood, gymnast -swimmer,
,opping the diving event for the
Spartarkk
O’Neill’s relay teams were in
top form in the Cal Aggie meet at
Davis Saturday, setting four meet
marks in eight events. SJS, finishing no worse than second in
any event, outswam Cal Poly fin
the title, 143-128.
Fresno state finished far back
In third with 85 points.
Mike Conway, Jim Mitchell.
Wegman and Macedo toppled the
400-yard Backstroke Relay record
with a 4:13.8 clocking. The old
standard of 4:20.4 was set by Stanford in 1952.
With a 49.8 time, Mitchell
Yancey and Mike Roach topped
Die 49.9 reraird set by COP In
the 100atard Medley Relay.
The win over the Gators boosted the locals’ mark to 8-2 on the
year, with only today’s meet remaining before the state college
championships, slated for the SJS
p,ud May 5-7.

Friday, April 29. 1980

Six Raiders at Penn

Best Relay Quartet Women’s Athletic Association
Bowling, Tennis Champs
In U.S. To Compete Hails
By DAN MATIOW
’faking the lastest 440 and 880 yard relay I
in the nation
with them, Sun Jose State’s formidable foursome plus Mac Burton and Erroll Vi illiants will compete in the celebrated Pennsylvania Relays on Franklin Field this afternoon and tomorrow.
Coach 13tul A inter’s quarter and half-mile relay kings will
oppose the top cartern isomers Morgan /date, Nlanhattan eollege,
Ohio state and \l it higaii ,t ate, in addition to lite s;anta 4 lara
It math
illage.
Bullet
Bol1 Poynter,
Bob
111118asentlish
Brooks, Willie "The Whip" Williams. Jim Flemons anti Burton
are. the bolts that blaze the track
In the time of :40.2 for the 440
and 1:24.0 for the 880 yard relay
sprints.
Burton is the third man in the
440 and Flemon.s runs in the third
leg in the 880. Coach Winter feels
that the team is strengthened by
this move. The nations top times
bear out the words of the Raider
track mentor.
POYNTER LEADS-OFF
By utilizing Poynter’s speed at
the start in both events, San Jose
picks up a slight lead by the end
of the first leg. Poynter is second
only to world record holder Ray
Norton in both the 100 and 220
yard dashes.
The key to a successful relay
team is smooth passing. The formidable four constantly strive for
smooth efficient passing in drills.
Farts will spot the windmill motion of the loosely-jowled Williams
as the Spartan anchor man. Ilk
churning motion on the final
leg may bring SJS two world records at the conclusion of the relays.
JOHN THOMAS FEATURED
The second outdoor meet of the
year for the indoor world record
holder John Thomas in the high
jump will be another feature of
the meet. The sensational Boston
college sophomore has leaped 7
ERROLL WILLIAMS
feet 2i1 inches indoors and last
... battles Thomas
week in his first outdoor excursion rolled effortlessly over the bar
Burton’s only chore is not the
at 7 feet t42 inch.
440 yard relay. His pet event is
Erroll Williams will have to be the broadjump where he last
at his best to climb to the top of week surprised almost everyone
the ladder in the high jump. Wil- but himself when he jumped 24
liams best of 6 feet 9 and three feet 11 inches at the Mt. San Anquarters inches will not be good tonio Relays.
enough to topple the towering
BURTON It INKED MTH
Thomas who is the most crawlsBurton is currently ranked
tent jumper in the history of the eighth in the country with his
sport.
leap. Hank Visser leads the pack
* * *
rith a jump of 26 feet 2 inches.
Des
The Drake Relays in
Moines, Iowa will take some of the
glitter away from tka shining ,
Penn Relays. The shotput duel will,
be at Drake as well as the f0P1
relay teams (excluding San Jose ,
State, in the country.

WILLIE WILLIAMS
.anchor man

GENERATORS
Rebuilt by factory ex Top-

most quality.

ALL CARS

9.95

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

SAHARA OIL CO.

Miss Betty Jane Trotter, phy,
:cal
education instructor. acconr
,
ponied WAA members Gail Prete
1 tiss. Donna Merlotti, Judy Salt /man. Ingrid Heilman and Miss [triosell to the tournament.

LEBANON

Conlinental Restaurant
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
and AMERICAN FOODS
SHISH-KA-BAB
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, Priv. Parties
Special Rates to Organizations

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Open D11v I I am. IC pro except Tues.
Adrian Daniel, Monog;ng-Owner

RAYCONNlFF1

oncerliristereo
FRIDAY, Apr. 29
OPERA HOUSE, 8:30 p.m.

2ND and WILLIAM

T

,,,nan

MAIL 050E55

T’nf (.1

FOREMOST -GOLDEN STATE
salutes

HARRY CAMPBELL
BOXER OF THE WEEK
Harry Campbell was chosen as Athlete of the
week, for his winning of the 132-1b. Regional
Crown at the tournament hld this last weekend at Pocatello Idaho. Our congratulations to

400 N. First

Harry for his title, and his boning skill,

Brake Shoes
R SET
.7U PEexch.
last quality, heavy
duty, dual friction.
Have power for a
real fast stop!
30

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guaranteed fac tory rebuilt by
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on
many mains of cars. Pressure tested
or up. exch.
and on guarantee
J17
We also,
hay them for Cadllect.11.
Chryslers, Hudson, and
Nash cars. Savings of
$5 to $15.

"Gutterettes" rolled their way
to victory in the Women’s Athletic
assn. bowling league as Jeanette
Ja, Sumi Hattori and Gerry Taketa
made up the team which went undefeated against 32 other teams of
Spartan women.
The "Clankers"- Claudia Glommini, Sarah Halowell and Kay
Blodgett -placed second. Miss Halowell captured the high-game ho
phy with a 213.
Miss Curly Neal, women’s physical edlication instructor, served as
league adviser.
Sharon Russell, sophomore physical education major, brought
home the first -place trophy in the
singles division of the Modesto junior college tennis tournament.
Eighty-two women from ten colleges participated in the two-day
tourney. Competition was held Cot
!reshmen and sophomores, with
special division fur juniors and stil-

CINDERS FROM TIIE TRACK
- Although beaten last week
Charlie Clark still retains the nations best steeplechase mark at
8:55. This mark broke the NCAA
mark by a full 17 seconds, a true
accomplishment to say the least.
Phil Clifton’s :23 flat 220 low
hurdles was considered wind aided (not much, and will not he entered in the Spartan record books
Clifton will enter the all-comers
meet next Friday but in the me; :ntime will switch to spring foot I.
and make an attempt to firl! I.
Rockholt’s fullback hole.

San Jose

THESE PRiCES ONLY WITH ASB CARD
parts.
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eaperts.
DOUBLE ACTION
Rg. 8 95now

4.79 each

SINGLE ACTION
reg 7.95now

1.98_

REBUILT
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Regulators
Rebuilt by factory
men and wholly guarantisd.
exch.

2.98
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Master Cylinders

Top

by experts. Complete
reedy to be installed

fluidity robuilt
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Aro SUPPE?

Open

Anachronism?
Not really. ’Cause if Coke had been
around in Caesar’s day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparkling
good taste, the welcome lift of Coke!
Caesar’s motto"I came, I saw, I
conquered." Pretty good motto for
Coke toothe prime favorite in over
100 countries today!
BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coco -Colo Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF SAN JOSE

CI 9 pm. on Thurs.

1555 Boyshorc Highway

Students To Present Eight SJS YRs
Eight Accepted Music and Art
Sunday Attend Parley

ISSPART SN TO Mir

Into Kappa Ph

IPersons receiving Invitations to
, the May 15 Recognition banquet
Kappa Phi, a national organiza- have until May 6 to pay the $1.50
Bon of Methooist preference col- fee to the busines office. T1116.
lege women, has initiated eight
Invitations to the annual event
members into active status Las were sent out last night, accordsemester.
ing to Connie Evans. banquet

chairman. Attendance at the banquet in the cafeteria is by invitanon only. More than 450 persons
are expected to attend.
Among the people invited are:
those with 4.0 grade point averages. outstanding athletes, the
52 most active women. 67 most
outstanding in student government, plus those who were named
to **Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities."
One of the evening’s highlights
SUNDAY
will be presentation of the award
i7ine.aMite
W s I ey foundation.
i2. p. n. "on’ -g ’ p.m both at Wis- to the outstanding female and
e.
205 E. Santa C’a-a it. male senior and the announcement of the winner of the Merit
MONDAY
Junior class, meeting 5326. 3:30 p.m scholarship.
The outstanding seniors will be
Senior class, meeting. cafeteria A
presented with $100 watches doSophomore class, meeting CH227 nated by the downtown merchants
.e.sn

The new members include Patti
Berg, Ruthelksn Tomalino, Carol
Mortell,
Diane
Nelson,
Diane
Chamberlain, Bettye Lederman.
Linda Lucas and Dorothy Jones.
At their regular meeting last
Tuesday. the group elected offi.
cers for the 1960-61 school year,
headed by Suzanne Burrows, president.
Other officers include Jack:
Jewett, first vice president; Miss
Tomalino, second vice president:
Janet :Necklet!. secretary: Sue
Koester, treasurer; and Miss rir.,
chaplain.
Chairmanships went to Pat
sunga. Miss Lederman. Sue Ann
Slater. Sandy Shepherd. June Y
mamoto, Shirley Abe and
Lucas.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMNIA
The Kappa’s annual Father.
Daughter banquet will be held tomorrow at the San Jose Golf anti
Country club.

Spartaguide

Four delegates and four alter
nates from SJS Young Republicans attending the Thuile Republican College federation convention
at San Mateo today, tomorrow and
Sunday.
Delegates are Pres. Ray Blockie.
Jean Peterson, Elizabeth Stone
and Jane Land. Alternates include
Sid Maestre, Brent Davis, John
Gundershaug and Ed Rapoport.
Miss Stone also is attending the
Western States YR leadership
training school being held in San
Mateo this weekend.
PARKING PROBLEM
LONDON ( UPI’ --Lord Gisborough, a longtime campaigner
In Parliament for more auto
parking space, was delayed leaving the church after his wedding recently. His chauffeur
couldn’t find curb space.

Three SJS Students To Attend
World Affairs Council Meet

si
ternational Itch* t anis t’lslis
northern California and Nevada.
Miss Balsley will be chairman
of the liaison committee between
the International Relations club
and the World Affairs council of
She presently
Receiving the awards were Ce- San Jose next year.
time secretary in
celia Stanton, junior internation- works as a part
of Modern Lanal relations major; poria Anada the Department
Balsley, junior sociology major: guages.
Loya is a past president of the
and Prax Loya, senior political
International Relations club and
science major.
to the Model
The theme for this year’s con- served as a delegate
at the l’
ference is "Competitive Co-Exist- United Nations held
earlier
ence, Dilemma of the ’605". 9Pe- versity of California
chosen outst
cial guests will be the King and month, lie was
SJS at the M
Queen of Nepal who will be en- ing delegate from
route home from their visit to the el U.N. last year.
Guest speakers at this year’s
United States.
Miss Stanton is currently prem.
dent of the International Relations
club and of the Association of In -

Three San Jose State students
received scholarships from the!
World Affairs Council of Northern
California this week to attend the
council’s conference at Asilomar
Conference grounds May 6-8.

Parents To Be Feted by Houses
club t
mint
tottatia
9-1 a.m.
Patsy Ross will represent the
house In the Sophomon Doll
contest. and Salli Nawman is
the Chi 0 candidate for the
Betty Coed contest.

LZ:7

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

IRENE’S
DHvc-ln
Lounery
1:4"

Clore,

Sortsv

Uni.04 76.
Sea

Kappa Corkey Warren reigned
over the Delta Sigma Phi Sailor’s
Ball Saturday night as King Neptune’s Bride. The event was held
at the Riverside hotel in Santa
Cruz.
Pi Kappa Alpha members selected Kappa Kathy Headley as
one of the attendants to their
Fireman’s Ball Queen at the fraternity’s annual Fireman’s Ball recent ly.
CHI ftMEGA
Chi Omegas: and their dates
will dance to the music of Sal
Carson tonight at their spring
formal being held at the La

ALPHA PHI
Sorority members will act as
hostesses at a Japanese Garden
Hour planned by Alpha Phi alumnae.
Proceeds from the forthcoming
event, slated to be held in Saratoga, will go to the Heart Assn.
May 7 the Alpha Phi’s will entertain at the Agnew Benefit show
with selections from their prize
winning March Melodies presentation.
DELTA GAMMA
Topping the lis.t of Delta Gamma activities: is their annual Anchor Man contest in preparation
for their ’Anchor Man Dance
Friday at the San Jose Counto
club. The six finalists selected
recently are: Pi Kappa Alpha
Steve Scott. Sigma (’hl Jeri.)
Sims. Alpha Tau Otocga Ed Cur-

lis, Theta (al Wa)ne
Deli3 Upsilon Norm Bositork,
:tnd Signal Alpha Epsilon L e e
Brown.
Parent’s weekend will lw ohser% ed by the women this weekand
end with a fashion sl
luncheon slated for the members
and their mothers Saturday.
Saturday night the women and
their fathers will be feted at
the Dad and Daughter banquet.
Recently chosen Pi Kappa All
pha Fireman’s Ball Queen was DG
Sue Smart. Marlyn Barrick was
among the finalists.
DG Marti Walker was selected
,! as one of King Neptune’s Bride’s
attendants at the Delta Sigma Phi
Sailor’s Ball Saturday. Blossom
Time Girl Attendant for Theta
Xi fraternity is Bonnie Corbin.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
The annual family dinner will
be held at the house Sunday en aiding the women to meet to n e
another’s parents.
The Carriage House in Millbrae will he scene of the sorority’s Spring Cotillion May 7.
Sal Carson :ind his hand will

’Take the Bus’
to

SIGMA CHI
The Sigma Chi men journey ti,
the Santa Cruz mountains tonight
and tomorrow to discuss house
problems and other related topics
at a retreat.

for

THETA CHI
Steak and chicken were served
at the Theta Chi and Alpha Phi
houses Wednesday during an exchange held by the two. Volleyball and dancing followed the meal.
Wednesday the, Theta (This and
the Gamma Phi Betas will hold an
exchange.
Bob Garratt is the fraternity’s
representative in the Joe College

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

PINNINGS

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP
In

Felice Center,

24th & Williams

/11Ieg,t 1 %RI II. BARTLETT,
.:,en Major from
;Inior 111,me
]..ita Sigma Phi
san Gabri,’
DAVE TAI: 55 1.1.1.A. senior industrial relations major from Anaheim.

CY 2-4251

Chi Omega NANCY CORRETT.
sophomore education major from
7-;an Carlos, to Stanford Alpha
Kappa Lambda RICH 110:11ER,
lunior history ma!-’:

0

ENGAGEMENTS
1:1.1
I.V
RIR.5.
-z..rten-primary

Uncle John’s

f:011.ER, junior sociology maj:rom Merced. The wedding is
.eneduled for February 1961.

PANCAKE HOUSE
World

sophomore
education

Chi Omega JUDY JOHNSON,
.ophomore education major from

Famous PANCAKES

-s
1 680 El Comi-o Real

A &M Auto Repair

CH 3-8256

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Fiydramatic
Powerglide
student rates
’- -,,’radon
CY 5-4247

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25e line first ;matfett
20e lin suecospeling insiefion
2 lin* minimums

To Place an Ad:
can at Student Affairs

Offie
Room 16, Tower Hall
No P6on Orders

Autos Per Sole

Help WontedHalo
Int FINE ARTS pay

,

-

Mosses for itstaf
Rnns Hew, on South 13th. Le’r,o Jda

Si’

Rooms for asset
men. LIrr.n.
‘,

.in’t

41_,UnAlvtfit

/,

,,,ellent cond.

Soles end Service

Apartments For Rent

FornI;ned no.
err,
Now renting

1435

The Alameda

Direct them

Miscellaneous ter Sale
,
Studio Couch.
4 1514

"

3 -pond bikes, 553 crated. $45
’
6 CH 1-639?.
Alto Se, 13k,schor
v.,.

(tailored fcr students)
Perspective
Current study.

9:40 a.m.

6:00 p.m. Knox Club

Service continues this Sunday
Church bus stops at 7th and
San Fernando, 9:15, 7th and
San Carlos, 9:20 as,. Returns
to campus, 12:30 p.m. No
charge. Other adops as requested (CY 4.7447).

meet student
friends here ...

, I

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Marks Tyler, Minister
to Students

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two

2nd

Blocks from Campus

8:30

Dr. Clarence Sands
"A

and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE

Cordial Invitation

Minitter

for Every Sunda v"

TRI-C
SUNDAY

hiSS I

r:ruphell
111:N

frins

RGENT.
,lajor.

freshman
.51. SE Redwood Cl!:.

-T, from

3rd and San Antonio

51ilifE.

to

I

Religion completes the college esperience.
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

25 Air Force Cadets
Attend Cclorado Trip
Twer-1,- ,,e members of the San
I Jose Stale Air Force ROTC de1tachment attended a field trip al
the U.S. Air F’orce academy in
FColorado Springs, Coln.
The cadets left for the academy
la military aircraft Tuesday and
returned Wednesday evening.

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

Welcomes you to

9.30 a.m. Colleg Church

MORNING WORSHIP

School Class

9.30 and 11:00 cin.

MORNING WORSHIP

-Holding Your Marriage Together’

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

I 1:00 a.m.

Classes, Baptism of Children

"Fine Art of (.1,7

Rev, DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

.
Echvie M. Sweet,
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visite,

in day
Offko I-4,a,v 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Bl’t 1’1 C- Arnold

"SHALL WE GO GREEK,
OR STAY INDEPENDENT?"
Roger Williams Fellowship
Episcopal Church
Services at 1,,,ty, 81 N. 2nd
8.05 a’-.
C
9.26
11 00 a.m.
-1 Praia,

27th

SUNDAY, MARCH

5:47 p.m.

Student Speaker and Supper

! !,

D-. G. G.
16,1 M...apork
"1k
.’. iv in,

mrntery ad

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

WHERE?
Institute
of Religion
436 E. San Fernando
Theology on a College Level
C

o00

... where they will enjoy

modern relaxation!

46 New Deluxe Sound -Proof Units with Heated Pool.
Special rates to Students and their Guests.
TV and Telephones in all rooms.
Individually controlled Heating and Air Conditioning.

’
Special Services
TV’s FOR RENT. ‘,.
’
5-e.e ES ’7 2935
ITING DONE. CY 3 6
1-00Wddinq Invitations $17 50. Ts ,
n ,res frne! AL 2 9191 deo

1

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

8:45 and II a.m. and 7:30 p.m.Church Services

MOTEL CITY CENTER
the ultimate in

Sunday Services
8:30 & 11 a.m.,
7.00 p.m.

6:90 pin, TriC Club -"(Snader Him"
:

- -

to ...

-1

Sllasta

4-7447

9, I; a.m. :nripilldr -? "Emu/omen:al, "I
Chrimion f "

Joffarson

Weekend Guests?

51 Buick Spec
51 MG TD

lre.pa Motor -,rooter

FACULTY ATTENTION

CY 3-9766

1954 Dodo.?
4.41.
Sc, S.A.. Ci-i"P

2

1

Piruh Cycle4

Underwood typewriter

r

See the new PORTACYCLE.
... folds easily for carrying ...
fits into the smallest car trunk.
Great for traveling. shopping, or
sporting.

2

[’>54
Lost and Found
Lost Lades Gruen

Just Arrived!

ros, Sur.
,,,,reer rd.,.
Sw,met.Ing
hoa -dosaes -,1
fl
carports and stora
Hr. .
-iasbade and water. Acidi,onat nlorrrl
ce. C

CY

f fr11,-1

Job Interviews
NOTE. Intmews are held in the
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in ectvence of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY

The Alameda at

A

gau
Palo Alto. to JACK BRIGHAM,
San Mateo college student.
MARGARET aMAGGIE" CASARI, senior Spanish major iron.
Millbrae, to Sacramento State college graduate LEVI D. PHILLIPS.
from Sacramento, who plans
teach social science and English in
Sacramento next year. The wedding is being planned for June
1961.
Alpha Chi Omega SARA DECKER. junior kindergarten-primary
major from Alameda, to KENNY
TICHENOR, employed in Los Angeles. The couple plans an August
113 wedding.
Kappa Phi DOROTHY RANARE, senior English
major 1.,
RALPH MILLER, aircraft company employee from Palo Alto.
Kappa Phi ELAINE FILMAN,
, denial nurse. to LARRY 8185r.11.
minister of the Palo Alto Meths,r11
’,I I 1011 .. It ::.

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.

/

LADIES HAIRCUTS

WESTMINSTER

WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

z

FLAT TOPS

llicifftle ft:Chard
C,

Hot Wet CBS correspondent
Wal.
ter W. Rostow of the Center for
International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; neat
Rusk, president of the Rockefeller
foundation; and Cut. Williarn
R.
Kintner, deputy director. Foreign
Policy Research institute of
the
University of PennsNlvania.

Church Slate

pre% We the eVelli!Ig’,.
Marie Glancoll has been selected to represent the house in
the Baty Coed eontest

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Saturday the men will h Old
their annual Spring Formal at
the San lose country club.
The Beachcombers Ball, a
joint event held annually with
the Sigma (’hi men, was enjoyed
by the ATOs last weekend.

cf

SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYprus 4299S

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA
Social, Religious Activity

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE WARD
Regular Sunday worship
and usiliary meofing$

CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

Pt./. Gec,rge

L.

.

P

Camps, I

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCHTenth and San Fernando
An American Baplill W.fness

Presbyterians Welcome Yo
SUNDAY WORSHIP:
First Presbyterian Church, 48

No. 3rd

:.nrvices at 7.30 and I I 00 am,

RLVERLND P1IIL V/. BARPL11,
PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
"United Campus Christian Fellowship"
Main meeting: Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
at The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street

REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus Pastor

